
 

 

ASC Committee Meeting- Minutes 
Date: 17th November 2016 I 09:30 – 15:00 I CCC, 7 Holbein Place 

 
Present: John Krebs (Chair), Ece Ozdemiroglu, Rosalyn Schofield, Graham Wynne. Apologies 
received from Anne Johnson and Jim Hall. 
 

1. Minutes of the last meeting and matters arising 
 
The minutes of the last meeting were agreed. It was noted that that Graham Wynne will 
speak at the launch event of a report on planning and climate change by the Joseph 
Rowntree Foundation and the Town and Country Planning Association. There was an update 
on the upcoming ASC research conference, for which an agenda has been agreed, with 130 
confirmed attendees. 
 

2. Adapting the built environment: water-sensitive urban design 
 
The committee was joined by the following speakers for a discussion of the key barriers and 
enablers to include climate change adaptation measures in the built environment, focusing 
on integrated water management, including SuDS and water-sensitive urban design:  
 
Sue Illman, MD of Illman Young, a landscape architectural practice based in Cheltenham.  
Alastair Chisholm from the Chartered Institute of Water and Environmental Management 
(CIWEM). 
Paul Davies from ARUP, an independent firm of designers, planners, engineers, consultants 
and technical specialists. Within ARUP, Paul leads on stormwater management.  
Peter Melville-Shreeve Research Engineer, Centre for Water Systems, University of Exeter. 
 
There was a wide-ranging discussion with points that included:  

- The continuing need to implement Schedule 3 of the Flood and Water Management 
Act.  

- Opportunities to devolve more responsibility for flood management to the local 
level. 

- The challenges posed by SUDS in new build vs retrofit, with retrofit much more 
difficult and expensive but needed in the long-term. 

- When retrofitting, opportunities for efficiency should be sought to combining the 
work with other work eg. combining with roof/road works. 

- Cost comparisons between SUDS and traditional systems must be on a like-for-like 
basis. On paper SUDS are often cheaper, but perceived to be more expensive as 
traditional piped systems are not maintained as they should be. 

- SUDS should be integrated as early as possible in the planning phase. If not, SuDS 
become much more expensive, as including them is akin to a retrofit project within a 
fixed master plan. 

- There widespread lack of skills and knowledge about SUDS across the building 
sector. 



 

 

 
3. 2017 Progress Report: approach and report structure 

 
Daniel presented the plans for the 2017 Progress Report, which as in 2015 will include a 
joint summary report covering both mitigation and adaptation. The format of potential 
recommendations was also discussed, with a suggestion that recommendations should be 
clear about the outcomes needed without being too prescriptive about how they might be 
achieved. 
 

4. 2017 Progress Report: Natural Environment & Natural Assets chapter 
  

Kathryn presented the context for the 2017 Progress Report. The committee discussed how 
to bring out both habitats and species and natural capital concepts within the chapter 
structure. It was noted that the Natural Capital Committee reports and the Lawton Review 
provide helpful frameworks for presenting findings. There was discussion on where to 
include water and flood management, given links to both the built environment and natural 
environment chapters. It was decided that water and flooding would need to be reflected in 
both chapters but with clear cross-referencing.   
 

5. Adapting the built environment: overheating 
 
The committee was joined by the following speakers for a discussion on the reasons 
developers and housebuilders don’t routinely include measures to prevent overheating, 
such as passive cooling, in new developments: 
 
Julian Sutherland (Cundall) has previously worked at Atkins for eight years as its design 
director. Julian has designed and built his own PassivHaus with very high standards of 
thermal efficiency. 
Chloe Mclaren-Webb (National Housing Federation) Chloe is Policy Leader for asset 
management, sustainability and regeneration at the National Housing (NHF).  The NHF is the 
‘voice of affordable housing’ in England. 
Paul Ciniglio (First Wessex Housing Association) Paul Ciniglio is Head of Assets & 
Sustainability for First Wessex. The main focus of his role is to reduce the environmental 
impact of the housing association’s activities.  
 
The discussions and presentations highlighted the following:  

- Awareness of overheating-related problems needs to be raised throughout the 
building sector.  

- Building regulations should be improved and enforced.  
- Correct ventilation can address many of the problems, such as by avoiding single 

aspect buildings to allow through drafts.  
- Overglazing should be avoided due to excessive solar gain. 
- There are examples of very expensive remedial actions to correct overheating. This 

has been required in recently built housing stock. 
- More attention to ventilation and overheating at the design stage is required.  



 

 

- Well-designed buildings do not necessarily need air conditioning, even considering 
future temperature rise.  

 
6. 2017 Progress Report: People and the Built Environment chapter 

 
Manuela presented a summary of the approach to the chapter and the proposed structure, 
with a focus on the liveability of cities and communities in future. There was agreement that 
an overarching narrative should be developed along these lines, with the chapter explaining 
the components of liveability in the context of climate change. The evidence from the 
morning session will feed into this chapter. There was further detailed discussion about the 
adaptation priorities.  
 

7. AOB and close 
 
There was no additional business. 
 
 


